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Multifunctional steammer DEERMA ZQ610

Deerma ZQ610 - One Device — Many Possibilities
Deerma ZQ610 is a multifunctional steam cleaner that will make your life easier. With its help, you can clean your home and create a
clean, virus, and bacteria-free environment.
 
Your Ally in the Battle for a Clean Home
If you deal with daily dirt, streaks, oily stains, or dirt that can't be removed by ordinary methods, the Deerma ZQ610 steam cleaner is the
perfect solution to your problems. Equipped with 5 interchangeable steam-releasing brushes, it will help you tackle similar obstacles and
make cleaning easy and enjoyable.
 
Effective Fight Against Bacteria and Viruses
Today,  we face threats from various viruses and bacteria  from almost  every direction.  Deerma ZQ610 will  help you defeat  them! The
steam cleaner  effectively  disinfects  various  surfaces  and  eliminates  dirt.  The  high  temperature  of  the  steam,  reaching  105°C,  will  kill
bacteria  and  viruses,  providing  a  sterilizing  and  clean  effect.  Deerma  ZQ610  will  be  a  valuable  asset  in  the  fight  for  your  and  your
family's health - take advantage of this opportunity and enjoy safety!
 
Practical Extension Nozzle
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All  5  interchangeable  brushes  can  be  connected  to  a  special  multifunctional  extension  part.  By  using  it,  you  can  easily  clean
hard-to-reach places, such as high windows, curtains, ventilation grilles, and more.
 
Functional Steam Mop
Whether  it's  carpet,  tiles,  wood,  natural  stone  -  using  the  Deerma  ZQ610  steam mop  attachment,  you  can  easily  clean  and  disinfect
surfaces made of various materials. You don't have to worry about children playing on the floor - by choosing a fully physical cleaning
technology that is free of chemical pollutants, you will ensure their safety.
 
Enjoy a Beautiful and Clean Kitchen
Grease  stains,  spilled  drinks,  scattered  crumbs  -  it's  everyday  life  in  every  kitchen.  The  ZQ610 steam cleaner  will  help  you  deal  with
these  stains.  The  high  temperature  of  the  steam  and  the  optimally  designed  nozzle  will  allow  you  to  effectively  clean  gas  stoves  or
countertops, giving your kitchen a beautiful look. Cooking in a clean kitchen is more enjoyable!
 
Small Brush for Special Tasks
The  brush-shaped  attachment  will  be  useful  for  cleaning  small,  hard-to-reach  places.  With  its  help,  you  can  thoroughly  clean  gaps
between tiles or the sink faucet. If you care about cleanliness in every detail, this is the perfect solution for you.
 
Spectacular Versatility
Interchangeable attachments and the device's lightweight design will allow you to use it in many different ways in various places. You
can easily move the cleaner, lift it to higher places, and use the appropriate brushes to clean whatever you want.
 
Efficiency-Ensuring Technology
Thanks  to  the  latest  technology,  the  cleaner  can  release  a  stream of  steam at  a  temperature  of  105°C  in  just  20  seconds.  This  high
efficiency is ensured by a dual-layered ring heater and an aluminum boiler. All of this makes the Deerma ZQ610 impressively fast and
effective.
 
Safety Guarantee
We care about your safety. The Deerma ZQ610 steam cleaner is equipped with a powerful aluminum boiler and double-layered insulating
cables to protect against potential hazards. The equipment is also protected against leaks. In potentially dangerous situations, it will shut
down automatically. So you don't have to worry about anything - you can use the cleaner safely.
 
Convenient Use - Deerma ZQ610 Makes Your Life Easier!
You can easily disassemble the cleaner and replace the brushes - just press a button. You can also extend the handle's length up to three
times to perfectly match your needs.  To replace the mop attachment,  you don't  even have to bend over -  you can easily operate the
device with your foot. Refilling the water tank is just as simple. With a capacity of 230 ml, it's enough for thorough cleaning of various
surfaces in your home. Deerma ZQ610 cares not only about the cleanliness of your home but also about your convenience!
 
Packing list
Multifunctional steamer
Mop head
Mop head extension lever
Extension hose
Glass scraper
Brush connector
Clothes head
Brush head
Brushed scouring head
Mop
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Storage bag
Brand
Deerma
Model
ZQ610
Rated power
1300W
Rated voltage
220-240V~50-60Hz
Dimensions
389 x 85 x 180 mm
Water container capacity
230ml
Working temperature
over 150°C
Heating temperature
20s
Material
ABS
Power cord length
4m

Price:

€ 86.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Other, Home Accessories
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